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Chemistry 20 Unit C  Acids and Bases

AcidBase Indicators
http://www.periodicvideos.com/#

May 277:24 PM

Nov 125:47 PM

POS Checklist

Diploma Question Alert!
Ans: B

explain how the use of indicators, pH paper or pH meters can be used to
measure H O+
3 (aq)

identify monoprotic and polyprotic acids and bases and compare their
ionization/dissociation.

Nov 125:49 PM

May 278:43 PM

Diploma Question Alert!

Diploma Question Alert!

Ans: 2.64

Ans: d

Nov 125:43 PM

May 278:47 PM
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Determining pH
We have three main ways of determining the pH of a
solution:

1. an aqueous pH indicator.
2. pH paper
3. pH meter.

November 13, 2008

1. pH Indicators:
To determine the relative pH of a solution, we
chemists use synthetic pH indicators.

pH indicators are
typically complex
chemicals that change
colour to indicate the
pH of a solution.

We'll look at all three of these today!

A common indicator,
phenolphthalein.

Nov 1210:10 PM

Nov 129:31 PM

There are a great many different indicators of pH
and acid/base qualities.
All of these compounds change colour at a certain
pH. Indicators are used in small amounts and do not
effect the net outcome of the reaction; they are
thought of as spectators to the reaction.

Spectator: a species
that does not participate
in the reaction or effect
the end result.

All indicators are technically very weak acids
containing a complicated chemical compound and
hydrogen.

ex) bromothymol blue = HBb
hydrogen ion

HBb in an
acid

HBb in
a base
"Go Ions!"

May 277:30 PM

abbreviation for
"bromothymol
blue"

HBb in a
neutral
solution

Nov 129:57 PM

2. A blue databooklet.

There are two places to find lists of appropriate indicators:

disregard

1. The backcover of your textbook:

Nov 129:38 PM

May 277:35 PM
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Let's look at this chart:

A

B

2. pH paper
C

D

E

A  Name of the indicator. Notice these are not proper
IUPAC names, but common names.
B  Symbol. Again, these are not chemical formulas,
just shorthand symbols for the complicated chemical
names.
C  Colour of HIn. Shows the colour of the indicator on
the low end of the range.
D  pH range. Shows the pH where the indicators
works. Certain indicators only work at certain pH
ranges.
E  Colour of In
 Shows the colour of the indicator
(aq)
on the high end of the range.
F  Dissociation constant. Disregard these.

Nov 129:46 PM

F

Most commercial pH papers contain many different
indicators which change colour at different pHs to
provide a convenient test.

This is similar to litmus,
but better because the
paper can change to a
range of colours.

The photo shows pH paper in the neutral state and
the colours it can change to for each pH reading.

May 277:47 PM

The trouble with indicators...
Indicators are nice because:
they are convenient; you add them in at the beginning
of an experiment and they change colour, telling you
when the pH is changing. You don't have to time out
anything.
 they are relatively cheap.
 they are easy to use.
Indicators are not so good because:
colour is subjective
they can be less than accurate (you will never guess
better than a whole number pH)

May 278:25 PM

3. pH meters
Often, a pH meter is used in place
of pH indicators.
pH meters can calculate the pH by
measuring the change in
conductivity of the solution.
They are quite sensitive, but are
also expensive and can be difficult
to use and inconvenient (you
always have to keep the probe in.

May 278:28 PM

Diploma Question Alert!

Ans: c
Ans: c

Ans: a

May 278:33 PM

May 278:45 PM
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HW: Read page 245247
#1, 2, 3
Complete #4 in groups of
2 on looseleaf and hand
in at the end of class.

May 2811:08 AM
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